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STREAM CENTER
Sponsor Information Packet



Breakthroughs in neuroscience research over the last two decades have taught us more about how the brain functions 
than in any time in the course of human history. Many of these ongoing and evolving studies are helping us understand 
how the brain processes information in various emotional states and during different life situations. 

At We Connect The Dots we’ve developed a unique training methodology steeped in this research, which we integrate 
with STEAM experiential project based learning programs. We teach both students and teachers on how to learn, collab-
orate, lead and teach in a more effective, “brain-friendly” way.  Helping students to shift from a fixed mindset to a growth 
mindset and transforming into Life-long learners through an inquiry based learning approach. 

Our education programs specifically employ a blend of neuroscience-based principles with coaching competencies and 
strategies, which are used to generate education practices that support positive learning experiences for everyone in-
volved. 

With a focus on STEAM (science, technology, education, arts and math) our programs support building the strategies for 
critical thinking, synthesizing information and broadening understanding of career opportunities in STEAM industries. Our 
metrics clearly demonstrate a shift in thinking by students who participate in our programs, producing students who are 
well informed, more confident, and able to empower their own future.

Join us in building more cohesive education environments that teach 21st century workforce skills and develop the next 
generation of Scientists, Technologists, Engineers, Artists, and Mathematicians: a new generation that is self-aware, 
self-motivated, and accountable for changing the world in positive ways.

Regards,

Laurie Carey
Founder &
Chairman of the Board
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The STREAM Center
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Through this Research Center, we will close the school-to-workforce skills gap by offering programs rich in experien-
tial learning. This Research Center will promote a culture of learning and discovery and establish a viable connection 
between education and industry. It will shape and facilitate the development of much needed resources for schools and 
districts as well as a leadership and workforce pipeline of human capital equipped with skill sets needed for success 
in the STREAM industries, ready to give back to local communities in Nassau County. The Center will be sustainable 
and ready for replication in other locations and will include self-sustaining resource policies which will maintain the lab’s 
high-tech, cutting-edge technology. We are eager to partner with you to bring this meaningful community project to life.
 Prospects and Challenges of the Evolving Workplace: 
 • 62% of jobs today require science, technology, engineering, and math skills 
 • 16 of the 30 fastest growing occupations require substantial math and science skills
 • 80% of the jobs in the next decade will require technology skills 
 • Forbes magazine predicts there will be one million cybersecurity job openings globally in 2017
 • 50% of the workforce is made up by women but only 25% of women have STEM related jobs  
The top-growing jobs listed in the Bureau of Labor Statistics all require knowledge of the sciences. The modern world is 
becoming integrated with technology at an ever increasing pace and a basic proficiency and familiarity with the sciences 
will provide so many opportunities. Now more than ever, we must attract the next generation of talent into technology 
occupations — but how? Not all children have access to opportunities that develop science and technology literacy. 
Many talented children live with financial difficulties and many potential scientists and engineers lack role models. Such 
challenges ultimately translate to lost opportunities. 
Will we have enough training opportunities for students, teachers, and prospective teachers to meet the growing need 
for educators who teach the sciences? How can industry be made into a partner of education? How can we shift mind-
sets about occupations in science, technology, engineering, and math, particularly for girls, who opt out of science and 
math classes and career choices as they progress through school?  
Now more than ever, we must attract the next generation of talent into STREAM occupations.
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Addressing the Opportunity Gap
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Members of the STREAM Center, either through a school program, as a participant in our Community Ambassador 
program (CAP) or as a volunteer learning and giving back, with have access to high speed Internet services, loaner use 
of our 65 Microsoft Surface 3 devices, and complete access to experiential learning programs. Programs will run after 
school, during school and over the summer and school year breaks.

Members can participate in our robotics lab where they can utilize one of our 12 Humanoid Robots, 24 Sphero bots, and 
experience working with 3D printing both to build their own or just learn how to build one of ours. In this Maker Space 
environment members can work with Arduino to design their own creative ideas to solve problems, or build one of our 
curriculum based projects.

The STREAM Center will service both Nassau and Suffolk county residence who want to develop 21st Century Work-
force skills. With proximity to two train stations east and west of the facility, members can utilize shuttle services to the 
STREAM Center.

With a multilevel approach to support under and unemployed workers, minorities, low income families, women, Veter-
ans, educators, caregivers returning to the workforce and high school students seeking an alternative or school-to-work 
educational plan.  These multiple levels of support are established through a collaboration between educational partners 
and industry which aligns with the mission of the 2013 Opportunity Agenda, encouraging collaboration between multiple 
stakeholders in the community and STEM development. 
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Imagine the possibilites
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 State of the Art - Help Desk- Customer Service Training Center
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Participants begin the workforce development program with foundational workforce skills to set the ground 
work for overall success. Foundational skills include communication, collaboration, problem solving, and 
synthesizing information. Developing these core skills will continue as we layer in technology workforce 
skills and support building confidence in applying skills in mock workforce experience situations.  Pulling 
from over 35 years of experiencing training technologists to support customer business requirements 
allows our team to support participants ability to fail in a safe training environment where failure builds 
retention and confidence in competencies. 
As the participants move from unconsciously unskilled in the initial phase of the training program to uncon-
sciously skilled in the final Apprenticeship II completion of the program the content and learning advanc-
es through a scaffolding process to build upon knowledge and application within mock to real customer 
support scenarios.  In the mock experience participants will be faced with demonstrating competence and 
learning to improve through failure.  As they shift to technical training they will demonstrate competencies 
that blend the foundational skills with technology skills such as desktop support, network problem solving, 
and support of workforce applications used in the training scenarios.  Moving into “Apprenticeship I” they 
will be paired with a mentor/coach to learn how to apply skills with real customer problems, in this phase 
participants are not independent but working in a shadowing and then monitored scenarios.  Assessments 
are performed throughout each transition and during a transition phase, this allows for feedback and cor-
rection where necessary.  Moving to “Apprenticeship II” requires participants to demonstrate that they are 
able to apply the foundation and technical skills in real world customer scenarios. 



 State of the Art - Podcast Studio
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The STREAM Center Will Offer Unique and Vital Growth Opportunities to the Community

The STREAM Center will feature three laboratories, each with a unique focus, to be designed by a col-
laborative think tank comprised of industry experts, educators, and students.  The new facility will include 
learning space for We Connect the Dots programs with a focus on project-based experiential learning. A 
unique STREAM curriculum will be developed and will eventually be available to educators in the form 
of podcasts, on-line learning experiences, school trips, and research projects. We will provide courses 
embedded within a certification system designed to foster a participants intrinsic motivation and to hone 
real scientific skills. Our new STREAM Center will provide participants with opportunities to network with 
industry professionals, to participate in internships, and build a resume that differentiates them from their 
peers. 
Each of the three labs will be designed in collaboration with industry experts, university educators, mid-
dle and high school teachers, and high school and college students. The planning team will also involve 
industry organizations to ensure direct workplace experience and collaboration between research and 
real work application. This team of collaborators will be tasked with reviewing the latest equipment and 
provide an educational and experiential focus for ways the STREAM Center will be most successful at 
providing participants with directly applicable learning and training. 



Workforce Readiness - Service Desk
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With a generation that uses technology in their everyday lives, many have no understanding of how 
technology works.  They are unaware of the engineering, and computer science that is involved in 
everyday items they use, including for example their cell phones, laptops, or computers. 

Our goal is to provide students the opportunity to open the hood of technology and take a look inside 
to really understand how things work.  Students who have the opportunity to understand how tech-
nology works will be better able to image the engineering careers and possibilities for their future. 

Our organization has invested in laptops, Gaming PCs, Humanoid robots, 3D printers, and many 
other forms of technology that require maintenance and support.  The STREAM Center will provide 
a service center within to support students who want to learn how to maintain technology and build 
real-world competencies while volunteering to reduce our STREAM Center maintenance costs 
through industry partnerships for maintenance of our own investments.

Teachers will have the opportunity to explore the same experiences with their students, as well 
as through teacher professional development programs.  Where our team of certified brain-based 
coaches support their transformation to coaching their students to success.  Teachers can partici-
pate through district collaborative programs, volunteer to learn and give back, or work with our team 
on collaborative innovative research based curriculum development projects. 
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Teacher Professional Development

Shifting from...

To...

We need to transition teachers into coaches in the classroom, leaving behind the traditional teaching of the 
past and shifting to a new pedagogy approach. Where teachers are facilitators of the learning, and students 
learn how to empower their own learning.  Students working collaboratively with other students learning 
to utilize the Internet as a resource for knowledge.  A coaching model is where students explore and learn 
together, where teachers are not necessarily the experts of the learning domain but facilitators to support 
students in enjoying the experience. This inquiry based learning approach inspires and motivates students 
to seek to understand how to learn more of what they have discovered and created an interest in.
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Exploring the endless possibilities, and 
imagining their future. The STREAM Center 
will bring awareness to the careers of today 

and the developing careers of tomorrow. 
Providing the community with a space to 
imagine, experience, learn new skills for 

today and for tomorrow.
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Sponsor Programs for the Center

Sponsor Level Annual Fee

Facility Points

Facility Branding

Lab Branding

Collaboration Room
 Branding

STREAM Center Signage

Guest Visitors

Speakers

Co-working space

Social Media

W
ebsite Branding

Center Phone App Branding

Analytics Reporting

Product Reporting

Empowering $15,000 500 X X X X X X X X X X X X

Inspiring $10,000 300 X X X X X X X X X X X

Informing $8,000 100 X X X X X X X X X X



Sponsor Benefits
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Facility Points Points are provided for sponsors to utilize for use of the facility.  For exam-
ple 100 points = use of the main facilities room with a capacity of 150 people 
for a one day event or program. See our points explained section for further 
details.

Facility Branding For each sponsor level there are a set number of opportunities.  This ensures 
value to our sponsors within the facility. Our “EMPOWERING” sponsor 
level provides the opportunity to work with our team on branding within 
the facility and in the main event room.  

Lab Branding Our “EMPOWERING” and “INSPIRING” sponsor levels provide an oppor-
tunity to include branding within our Labs. Our team will work with the 
sponsors to ensure value in placement and alignment to their products and 
or services.

Collaboration Room Branding Our “EMPOWERING”, “INSPIRING”, and “INFORMING”sponsor lev-
els provide an opportunity to include branding within our Collaboration 
Rooms. Our team will work with the sponsors to ensure value in placement 
and alignment to their products and or services.

STREAM Center Branding Within the center our “Sponsor Wall” will host a plague for each of our 
sponsors 

Guest Visitors Sponsors can request guest passes throughout the year, guests must be 
accompanied by sponsor representative. Guest passes are limited, based on 
programs and capacity within the center. All sponsors will have access to 
our “Phone App” where real time reporting on programs, room reserva-
tions, and center capacity can be viewed. 

Speakers Sponsors will have access to our calendar of events and on a first come first 
serve basis can request to speak at a program delivered by the STREAM 
Center. This excludes programs or events delivered by outside organizations.



Co-working space Open space co-working is available on a first come basis 
Social Media All sponsors are included within our media posts
Website Branding All sponsors logos are published on website
STREAM Center Phone 
App Branding

Our phone App provides sponsors another opportunity for branding as well 
as a great resource to book benefits and monitor facility activity.

Analytics Reporting Through our phone App and keosk we provide our sponsors with monthly 
facility analytics.

Product Reporting Through our phone App and keosk we procide our sponsors with monthly 
product reporting where applicable for in-kind donations.
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STREAM Center Point SystemFacility Points Points are provided for sponsors to utilize for use of the facility.  For exam-
ple 100 points = use of the main facilities room with a capacity of 150 people 
for a one day event or program. See our points explained section for further 
details.

Facility Branding For each sponsor level there are a set number of opportunities.  This ensures 
value to our sponsors within the facility. Our “EMPOWERING” sponsor 
level provides the opportunity to work with our team on branding within 
the facility and in the main event room.  

Lab Branding Our “EMPOWERING” and “INSPIRING” sponsor levels provide an oppor-
tunity to include branding within our Labs. Our team will work with the 
sponsors to ensure value in placement and alignment to their products and 
or services.

Collaboration Room Branding Our “EMPOWERING”, “INSPIRING”, and “INFORMING”sponsor lev-
els provide an opportunity to include branding within our Collaboration 
Rooms. Our team will work with the sponsors to ensure value in placement 
and alignment to their products and or services.

STREAM Center Branding Within the center our “Sponsor Wall” will host a plague for each of our 
sponsors 

Guest Visitors Sponsors can request guest passes throughout the year, guests must be 
accompanied by sponsor representative. Guest passes are limited, based on 
programs and capacity within the center. All sponsors will have access to 
our “Phone App” where real time reporting on programs, room reserva-
tions, and center capacity can be viewed. 

Speakers Sponsors will have access to our calendar of events and on a first come first 
serve basis can request to speak at a program delivered by the STREAM 
Center. This excludes programs or events delivered by outside organizations.

Service Room 
Capacity

Points Required 

1 Day event in main event room 150 100

Evening - Main event room 150 30

Collaboration Room - 2 hour blocks 10 10

Laptops Minimum 25 Devices
* additional education program equip-
ment options are available upon request

70 points per 25 devices
 (Setup Fee - for any customer applications required 
on the devices) 

Lab - 4 hour blocks 15 50

Lab -Evening Rental 15 20

Open Space Evening Program 50 30

Purchase Additional Points $100 per 10 points (All points are purchased in 
blocks of 50)

Open workspace area Co-working space Included with all memberships on a first come basis

Mobile Phone App for booking Included with all memberships

Sponsor Benefits Continued
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Calendar of Events Happening at the Center

This is an example of the possibilities within the Center.  This is not a museum, this is not a library, this is some-
thing that has never been experienced -- a facility that allows students to problem solve, to stumble, to even fail 
and in the process,  helping kids discover their innate potential through exposure and discovery. 

Bring your brand to the community, bring awareness to your education programs and products, 
empower the community through an innovative learning center.
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Grant - Recycle Program

New York School Districts by Need/Resource Classification and Region
Data provided by New York State Association of School Business Officials

The center will support a “STREAM Recycle Model” by which undeserved school districts will be able to apply through 
grant application to receive equipment as the STREAM Center lab equipment are updated.  This model will ensure the 
investments can continue to bring value to students in local districts, that would not be able to afford such equipment 
investments. Districts applying for grants must attend PD programs to learn to utilize any granted equipment.
 
For many schools investing in the high tech equipment creates a burden of cost and maintenance on the schools and they 
are unable to justify based on the number of times each year the equipment is utilized.  By having a center where they can 
go for student workshops it will take the burden off the schools and provide the learning experience the school district 
would not normally be able to provide.  Creating opportunities to bridge learning in the classroom with learning in the 
STREAM Center.

Strategically located within 2 miles of the LIRR both east and west of the center, shuttle service will support a transporta-
tion model that will allow districts and community members in both Nassau and Suffolk county to utilize the center.
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STREAM Center Mobile App

At the time of the Grand Opening we will have completed our Mobile App designed in partnership with Mobile 
Industry partners as a student learning project.  Opening a hi-tech facility requires automation wherever pos-
sible. To support our sponsors and our members the mobile application will provide real time data regarding 
current center capacity in events, workshops, and collaboration space availability.  

The App will provide booking to reserve event space, collaborative learning rooms, labs, and podcast room, as 
well as manage and purchase points for facility benefits.

Students will be involved in developing the App and continuing to add features as the center evolves over time. 
This mobile app project will produce mobile development curriculum for our Mobile Development learning pro-
grams and bring awareness to students the career opportunities and platforms available to develop and deliver 
mobile solutions to market.
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Individually Strong, Collectively Powerful
We Connect Students, Teachers, Parents and Industry Experts

to Create Amazing Learning Experiences


